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Children who are
moving up to Big Kids.
Maya, Kate and
Shiv will all be
moving up to the
Big Kids class in
August.
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Events we have
enjoyed:
• Easter hunt.

• A great visit from

a pilot. (Nicolas’ dad)

• Picnic with our
yellow group friends.
• Charity event.
• Litter hunt.
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Events to come:
• End of year party.

Transportation theme.

Shiv is creating
a cool racing car
using cucumbers,
tomatoes and
raisins.

Kate and Leonor
are sticking paper
that is soaked in
glue on to the car.

Lulu is flying high
with the airplane.
Patrick is waiting
nicely for his
turn to fly.

Olivia is putting
an airplane
together.
Well done!

David is colouring
the parts of an
airplane.

Habitats
We are on a nature
walk, to collect
items from our
habitat. Exciting!

Donghwan, Sarah, Ryan,
Maya and Evelyn are having
fun with Ms. Jasmin in the
polar landscape. The snow
(shredded paper) is
everywhere: D)

Donghwan is
cleaning up.
He found a can!
Nicolas
is
sorting
plastic
and
wood.
All the children cleaned the pool
before they went swimming with
the fish.

Evelyn is
swimming in
the water
habitat with
Jelly crabs.
They were
fun to
squish!!

Ryan is
looking
carefully at
the real live
beetle in its
grass
habitat.

The environment

We are talking about taking good
care of the earth. The children
were very interested in the dirty
and clean water and what type of
water the fish like to swim in.

Luke, James,
Henry and
Myla are
sorting trash
we collected
around the
playground.

Time is flying by and the school year is coming to an end. Thank you all for a great year
and we can’t wait to see you again next year. The rest of the term we will explore our
changing world, what kind of feelings we have when we are moving up to another class or
moving away? What different changes are going to happen for all of us? To honor this
great school year we will host an End of Year party, we will send more information out
about this soon. Thank you for your support and we wish you a lovely summer holiday.
Kind regards, Green group team.

